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ABSTRACT
With the arousal optima for complex tasks being lower than those 
for simple tasks, the present study tested the hypothesis that arousal 
reduction would improve performance on a complex task and impair that 
on a task of moderate complexity if relaxation induction is a valid 
method of arousal reduction as indicated by decreased skin conductance.
Twenty subjects were administered complex and moderately complex 
performance tasks both with and without relaxation induction in a 
counterbalanced design. Measures of skin conductance were recorded at 
predetermined intervals as an approximate measure of arousal level,
Ihe results indicated that skin conductance was significantly 
reduced with relaxation to support the hypothesis that relaxation 
induction is a valid method of arousal reduction. Complex task 
performance was improved with relaxation for both orders of relaxation 
induction. Moderately complex task performance was improved with 
relaxation in the nonrelaxed-relaxed order, but impaired with relax­
ation in the relaxed-nonrelaxed order. The hypothesis that relaxation 
induction produces differential changes in performance on complex and 
moderately complex tasks was at least supported in the relaxed- 
nonrelaxed order of induction.
Weaknesses in the design with possible confounding of variables 
are discussed with respect to improvement for future studies,
iii
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INTRODUCTION
It has been shown by Yerkes and Dodson (1908) and others 
(Bsrlyne, 1960} Bindra, 1959} Bolles, 196?; Montague, 1953) that 
optimal arousal levels for simple tasks are higher than those for 
complex tasks. Arousal optima are task-specific (Fiske & Maddi, 1961), 
such that running, for example, has a higher optimal arousal level than 
solving a mathematical problem.
Arousal may be viewed as a function of relevant and irrelevant 
sensory input with respect to the requirements of the assigned task 
(Pitts & Posner, 196?), that is, information required or not for the 
successful performance on the given task. To maintain the optimum 
level of arousal for a task, therefore, the amount of task-irrelevant 
information should decrease as the task-relevant information increases, 
"This idea is in accord with the common experience that repetitive
i ' ... . . . . .
(simple) tasks can often be performed best while one is listening to 
the radio or to an outside conversation, but that serious (complex) 
work involving much concentration is hampered by outside stimulation" 
(Fitts & Posner, 196?, pp. 36-37).
Task complexity may be defined in terms of the amount of 
uncertainty such that, for example, a task requiring the subject to 
make a choice of one of four equiprobable responses is more complex 
than a task with two equiprobable responses to choose from. As the 
amount of uncertainty increases, the optimal level of arousal 
decreases. Referring to Plgure 1 in which the relationship between
1
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level of arousal and task complexity is hypothetically illustrated, 
the arousal optima are at levels D and H for the complex and moderately 
complex tasks respectively.
In the present study, it was expected that the subject*s initial 
level of arousal would be higher than the optimum for the moderately 
complex task, This is because of the “anticipatory arousal" (Berlyne, 
i960) resulting from a normal subject's “arousal tonus” and his initial 
uncertainty as to what to expect upon entering the experimental 
situation. Reduction of this initially high level of arousal, there­
fore, would improve performance on both the complex and moderately 
complex tasks by approaching the optima of D and H respectively for 
these tasks. If the arousal level was reduced past the optimum of H 
for the task of moderate complexity, however, performance would be 
impaired on this task, but complex task performance would improve 
further as the level of arousal approaches the optimum for the complex 
task while departing from that of the moderately complex task. How­
ever, if the subjects initially had a low arousal level, its reduction 
would result in impaired performance on both tasks. If relaxation 
induction is a valid method of arousal reduction, it should result in 
•the above described changes in performance on complex and moderately 
complex tasks, depending upon the subject's initial arousal level.
The effectiveness of relaxation induction in reducing the level 
of arousal may also be measured by such physiological measures as skin 
conductance, EEG, heart rate, etc, (Grossman, 1967? Babb, 1966; Leukel, 
1968; Stembach, 1966), Physiological measures of arousal are possible 
because the adrenal gland secretes a hormone* adrenalin, into the blood
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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stream which acts directly on smooth muscles and on the glands of 
external secretion such as the sweat glands. Adrenalin also excites 
the arousal system directly. Since the arousal system excites the 
sympathetic nervous system, which excites the adrenals, this makes a 
closed system. However, the arousal system and cortex also form a 
closed circuit, each exciting the other,~ The arousal system is there­
fore the focal point where the two feedback systems unite. Since the 
sweat glands are part of this loop, skin conductance is one of the 
valid, though approximate, measures of arousal.
The effects of relaxation on task performance could thus be 
interpreted in terms of its effect on arousal level, which can be 
measured physiologically by skin conductance. Since the task-specific 
arousal optima (Fiske & Maddi, 1961) are generally unknown, predictions 
about the effects of relaxation on task performance can be made only in 
general terms. If physiological measures of arousal levels during the 
experiments are available, however, the effects of relaxation on task 
performance may be checked against them.
In summary, the present study tested the following hypotheses!
1) Relaxation induction is a valid method of reducing level of arousal 
as indicated by decreased skin conductance,
2) The optimum level of arousal for a complex task being lower than 
that for a task of moderate complexity, relaxation should produce 
differential changes in the performance on these tasks depending 
on the subject's initial arousal level,
a) Relaxation induction will improve performance on complex and 
impair that on moderately complex tasks, if the initial level
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
of arousal is relatively high®
b) Relaxation induction will impair performance on both typos of 
tasks if th© initial arousal level is low®
The first hypothesis was tested by measuring skin conductance 
immediately before and after relaxation induction. Since level of 
arousal is reflected by skin conductance, a decrease* in skin conduct­
ance would indicate that arousal level was reduced by relaxation 
induction. The second hypothesis was tested by comparing task perform­
ance (number of correct responses) and levels of arousal (as indicated 
by skin conductance measures) during performance with and without 
relaxation induction.
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6METHOD
Subjects.
The sample consisted of 20 naive male students randomly chosen 
from th© University of Windsor undergraduate population. Their median 
age was 20 with a range of from 18 to 25 years.
Apparatus,
A 5®0/4k Bach-Simpson ammeter (model 13^7SC) was used to measure 
skin conductance in amperes accurate to within 5$ as determined by 
Cervin and Grewe (1967), Silver-chloride electrodes were used with a 
salt-base paste,
A well padded vinyl armchair with two foam cushions for the 
subject's neck and lower back were used to seat the subjects.
Relaxation Induction Procedure,
Relaxation induction was operationally defined as the state 
achieved by the verbatim induction procedure of Appendix I based on 
Jacobson's (1938) method.
Performance Tasks,
Two ten-item performance tasks, one complex and one of moderate 
complexity as described in Appendix II, were recorded on audio tape to 
standardize their presentation to the subjects. The moderately complex 
task preceded the complex task in the presentation order. Both tasks 
were recorded at the rat© of one digit par second with a ten-second 
interval between items during which the subject was to respond. Task 
complexity was determined by a pilot study in which seven subjects were
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
administered the two tasks by means of a tap© recorder. The average 
percentage of correct responses was found to be 30$ for the complex 
task and 70$ for the task of moderate complexity.
Design,
The design was a 2 X 2 counterbalanced design. Two groups of 
subjects were tested on the two performance tasks under two conditions! 
with and without relaxation induction. Group I was tested with relax­
ation first, followed by testing without the relaxation induction.
Group II was tested under the same two conditions, but in a reversed 
order i without the relaxation induction, followed by testing with 
relaxation. The dependent variable was the difference in the number of 
correct responses on each task under the two relaxation conditions! 
relaxed minus nonrelaxed.
Procedure,
The subjects were randomly assigned to one of two groups of ten 
subjects eachi Group I was administered performance tasks with, then 
without relaxation. Group II was administered the same performance 
tasks, first without, then with relaxation induction.
Subjects were seated in the armchair with their feet flat on the 
floor and their arms resting on the aims of the chair. The index and 
middle fingers of their left hand were then cleaned with rubbing 
alcohol and the silver-chloride electrodes were applied with electro­
paste and held in place with surgical tape,
A five-minute period followed in which the subject sat quietly 
in the armchair and the initial skin conductance was measured and 
recorded at one-minute intervals.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Group I was then administered the relaxation induction procedure 
with periodic measures of the skin conductance being taken at pre­
determined intervals according to the record sheet of Appendix III,
The reading of the relaxation induction procedure was adjusted to the 
rate at which the subject relaxed himself. Following the verbatim 
induction of Appendix I, the subjects in Group I were administered the 
performance tasks by means of a tape recorder, A second tape recorder 
was used to record the subjects* responses, A three-minute period then 
followed in which (normal) muscle tonus was restored by means of the 
tonus induction procedure of Appendix I, The performance tasks were 
administered a second time in the same order of complexity (moderately 
complex followed by complex task), but without relaxation.
Group II received the two performance tasks under the same 
conditions, but in the opposite order of relaxation induction.
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9RESULTS
The raw data for skin conductance measures and performance for 
all subjects is presented in Appendix IV,
Skin Conductance Measures
The mean measures of skin conductance recorded immediately 
before and after relaxation induction for the two orders of relaxation 
induction are presented in Table 1. It can readily be seen that the 
mean skin conductance decreased with relaxation induction for both 
orders of relaxation. The mean skin conductance before and after 
relaxation was higher for the relaxed-nonrelaxed order than the 
nonrelaxed-relaxed order, Bata from preliminary studies indicated that 
there was an upward drift in the measures of skin conductance of five 
microamperes from the basal level. The effect of a drift of five 
microamperes on the measures of skin conductance was not considered 
significant,
A t-test for correlated measures (Winer, 1962) of skin conduct­
ance before and after relaxation induction indicated that the decrease 
in skin conductance was significant at the ,005 level of confidence as 
shown by the t-test summary in Table 2, This decrease in skin conduct­
ance was predicted, supporting the first hypothesis that relaxation 
induction is a valid method of reducing level of arousal.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE 1
Mean Skin Conductance 
Immediately Before and After Relaxation Induction 
With Relaxed-Konrelaxed and Nonrelaxed-Relaxed Orders
Skin Conductance in Microamperes
Order of Relaxation Before Relaxation After Relaxation
Relaxed-Nonrelaxed 192 163
Nonrelaxed-Relaxed 174 146
Mean for Both Orders 183 154.6
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE 2
Suiaraary of t-test for Correlated 
Skin Conductance Measures 
Before and After Relaxation Induction
N df o^bs
20 19 3.89**
**p <.005
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
The mean basal skin conductance measures for the relaxed* 
nonrel&xed and nonrelaxed-relaxed orders are presented in Table 3.
The mean basal skin conductance level for the relaxed-nonrelaxed 
order is higher than that for the nonrolaxed-relaxed order.
The t-test of the mean basal skin conductance levels for the 
two orders of relaxation is summarized in Table &. The t obtained 
was 0.29* With 18 degrees of freedom, the t obtained would have to be 
21.73 to be significant at the ,05 level of confidence. Thus the 
obtained t was not significant, indicating that “anticipatory arousal” 
levels of the relaxed-nonrelaxed and nonrelaxed-relaxed groups did not 
differ significantly. Since the levels of "anticipatory arousal" were 
not significantly different, therefore, task performance differences 
between the two groups may not be attributed to differences in basal 
arousal levels.
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TABLE 3
Mean Basal Skin Conductance Levels 
for Relax©d-Nonrelaxed and Honrel&xed-Relaxed Orders
Order of Relaxation Basal Skin Conductance Levels
Rel&xed-Nonrel&xed 188.9
Nonrelaxed-Relaxed. 181.0
Mean Difference Between Orders 7*9
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE 4
Sumary of t-test 
of Basal Skin Conductance Levels 
for Relaxed-Nonrelaxed and Nonrelaxed-Relaxed Orders
N df ^obs
20 18 0.29
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The mean measures of skin conductance in microamperes recorded 
during complex and moderately complex task performance with and without 
relaxation induction are presented in Table 5« The mean differences in 
skin conductance with and without relaxation were -21,5 and -26,0 
microamperes for the moderately complex and complex tasks respectively 
with the lower skin conductance being in the condition with relaxation 
induction on both tasks,
i . :
The t-tests for correlated measures (Winer, 1962) of skin 
conductance during the complex and moderately complex perfomance tasks 
with and without relaxation induction are summarized in Table 6, The 
difference in arousal levels during perfomance on the moderately 
complex task with relaxation induction, as compared to without relax­
ation, was significant at the .005 level of confidence in the predicted 
direction, that is, skin conductance was lower with relaxation induct­
ion, The difference in arousal levels during performance on the complex 
task with and without relaxation induction was significant at the ,005 
level of confidence in the predicted direction, that is, skin conduct­
ance was lower with relaxation. Skin conductance during moderately 
complex task performance was lower than that during complex task 
performance!, both with and without relaxation induction. The decrease 
in skin conductance during perfomance on both tasks with relaxation 
induction indicates that the reduction in arousal level produced by 
relaxation was maintained during perfomance on the complex and 
moderately complex tasks.
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TABLE 5
Mean Skin Conductance 
During Complex and Moderately Complex Task Performance 
With and Without Relaxation Induction
:*
Level of Task Complexity
Relaxation Induction Moderately Complex Complex
Without (NR) 181.0 18?. 0
With (R) 159.5 161.0
Mean Difference Q^(R - NR) 3 -21 o 5 -26.0
Note.— The mean difference Qkl(R - NR)3 was obtained by 
subtracting the mean skin conductance measure without relaxation (NR) 
from the mean measure with relaxation (R) during performance of the 
two tasks.
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TABLE 6
Summary of t-tosts for Correlated 
Skin Conductance Measures 
During Complex and Moderately Complex Task Perfomance
With and Without Relaxation Induction
Level of Task Complexity N df ^obs
Moderately Complex 20 19 9.24**
Complex 20 19 11.99**
**p <.005
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The moan measures of skin conductance recorded immediately 
before and after task performance for the relaxed-nonrelaxed and 
nonrelaxed-relaxed orders with relaxation are presented in Table 7.
It can readily be seen that the mean skin conductance was higher 
immediately after task performance0
A two-factor analysis of variance of the order of relaxation
! ' I' • •
induction with repeated measures (Minort 1962) of skin conductance 
recorded immediately before and after task performance with relaxation 
is presented in Table 8 . The main effect of the order of relaxation 
was not significant, indicating that the relaxed-nonrelaxed and 
nonrelaxed-relaxed orders did not differ significantly with respect to 
the skin conductance measures recorded immediately before and after task 
performance with relaxation. The main effect of skin conductance 
immediately before and after task performance with relaxation was 
significant, however, at the .01 level of confidence. Skin conductance 
was significantly higher immediately after task performance, therefore, 
indicating that the level of arousal increased during task performance. 
The effect of interaction between order of relaxation and skin conduct­
ance immediately before and after task performance was not significant.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE ?
Mean Skin Conductance 
Immediately Before and After Task Performance 
for Relaxed-Nonrelaxed and Nonrolaxed-Relaxed Orders
With Relaxation
-Skin Conductance
Order of Relaxation Before Tasks After Tasks
Rolaxed-Nonrelaxed 163 171
Nonrelaxed-Rolaxed 146 151
Mean for Both Orders 154.9 161
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE 8;i
Summary of Analysis of Variance 
of Skin Conductance Immediately Before and After Task Performance
With Relaxation 
and Order of Relaxation Induction
Source df MS F
Between subjects
A (order of relaxation) 1 >22.5 0.55
Within subjects
B (skin conductance) 1 422.5 15,05**
AB 1 22.5
t
0.80
**p <.0l
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Task Performance Measures VII th and V&thcut Relaxation Induction,
Th© total number of correct response scores for the complex and 
moderately complex tasks performed without relaxation induction (NR) 
were subtracted from th® respective response scores performed with 
relaxation (R) to yield the improvement £+2l(R ~ NR)] or impairment 
[-4(R - NR)] in performance* The means of these score differences 
for the two orders of relaxation induction are presented in Table 9o 
It can readily be seen that moderately complex task performance was 
impaired and complex task performance improved in the relaxed- 
nonrelaxed order© For the nonrelaxed-relaxed order, however, perfom­
ance on both tasks improved, with the larger improvement being on the 
complex task*
A two-factor analysis of variance of the order of relaxation 
induction with repeated measures (Winer, 1962) on the tasks of varying 
complexity is presented in Table 10, The main effect of the order of 
relaxation induction on performance was significant at the ,05 level of 
confidence with the larger improvement on both tasks being in the 
nonrelaxed-relaxed order. Performance in the relaxed-nonrelaxed order 
was impaired on the task of moderate complexity and improved on the 
complex task. The effects of interaction between order of relaxation 
and task complexity were not significant, however, as shown in Table 10 
The main effect of task complexity was significant at the ,01 level of 
confidence in the predicted direction, with a larger improvement in 
perfomance on the complex task than on the task of moderate complexity 
The second hypothesis that relaxation induction produces differential 
changes in performance on complex and moderately complex tasks is at 
least supported in the relaxed-nonrelaxod order.
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table 9
Kean Performance Score Differences 
for Complex and Moderately Complex Tasks 
With Relaxed-Nonrelaxed and Nonrelaxed-Relaxed Orders
Level of Task Complexity
Moderately Complex Complex
Order of Relaxation R HR A R HR
Relaxed-Nonrelaxed 8.1 8.3 -0.2 5.8 4.1 1.7
Nonrelaxed-Relaxed 8.5 7.4 1.1 6.5 4.0 2.5
Note*— The total number of correct response scores for the 
complex and moderately complex tasks performed without relaxation 
induction (NR) were subtracted from the respective response scores 
performed with relaxation (R) for each subject to yield the 
improvement [+^(R - NR) 3 or impairment [-A(R - NR) 3 in performance.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE 10
Summary of Analysis of Variance 
of Task Complexity 
and Order of Relaxation Induction
Source df MS F
Between subjects
A (order of relaxation) 1 13.225 7.16*
Within subjects
B (task complexity) 1 30.625 20,75**
AB 1 1.225 0.8**
Note.— Since the two performance tasks consisted of only ten
items per task, there was a limitation of variability with regard to
the total number of correct responses possible. This limitation of
variability would result in a small denominator in the F ratio, thus
producing a spuriously high (significant) F. The main effects of
order of relaxation and task complexity may not be significant at the
,05 and ,01 levels of confidence respectively, therefore, but may be
significant at the ,08 and .03 levels respectively (Gulliksen, 1950?« 
Lindquist, 1953)•
*p<.05
**p <.01
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The results indicate that relaxation induction is a valid method 
of arousal reduction as shown by decreased skin conductance. They also 
indicate that relaxation produced changes in performance on the two 
tasks. Although level of arousal increased during task performance in 
the "relaxed" condition, th® arousal level during task performance 
remained sufficiently reduced to produce performance changes on the 
taskso Performance on the complex task was improved with relaxation 
for both orders of relaxation induction. Moderately complex task 
performance was impaired with relaxation, but only in the relaxed- 
nonrelaxed order, When performed in the nonrelaxed-relaxed order, 
moderately complex task performance improved. The improvement in 
complex task performance was larger when the tasks were administered 
in the nonrelaxed-relaxed order. The initial levels of "anticipatory 
arousal" between the two orders of relaxation were not significantly 
different, indicating that differences in task performance between the 
two orders may not be attributed to differences in basal arousal levels 
existing prior to treatment. The results indicate, moreover, that 
reducing the level of arousal, as shown by decreased skin conductance, 
improved performance on the complex task in both orders of relaxation 
induction.
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DISCUSSION
Although relaxation induction was found to reduce level of 
arousal, the effects of relaxation on task performance must be 
interpreted with caution* For example, one limitation of the present 
study is found in the constant order with which the two performance 
tasks were administered, the task of moderate complexity always preced­
ing the complex task. There is some confounding, therefore, of task 
order with the effect of relaxation on task performance. Counter­
balancing the order of task administration is one possible method of 
teasing out this confounding in future studies.
Another limitation of the present study is found in the use of 
the same performance tasks with and without relaxation induction. 
Interferences from the relaxation induction reduced the effects of 
learning on the repeated measure of task performance. Counterbalancing 
the order of relaxation induction also reduced the possibility that the 
effect of learning would be attributed to relaxationi in the nonrelaxed- 
relaxed order, the effect of learning increased performance in the 
"relaxed" condition, but in the relaxed-nonrelaxed order, however, the 
effect of learning increased perfonaance in the "nonrelaxed" condition. 
Since the same effect of learning increased perfonaance both with and 
without relaxation, the learning effect was not responsible for 
differences in performance in the two conditions. If learning was 
enhanced by relaxation, however, then the effects of learning were 
confounded with relaxation. If such confounding does exist, its effect 
on performance may be teased out in future studies by means of parallel
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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forms of th® two tasks.
Ah ex© somatic measure of skin conductance was used in the 
present study which, characteristically, produces a slight "tingling" 
sensation at the point of contact with the surface electrodes. This 
sensation is not conducive to relaxation because it comprises a source 
of irrelevant sensory input which increases arousal level. It may be 
argued, therefore, that the procedure itself altered the level of 
arousal which it was purported to have measured. The increase in 
arousal level during task performance in the "relaxed" condition is 
partially explained by this procedural side effect, but confounding 
exists with the change in arousal level produced by the performance 
tasks themselves. One possible method of overcoming this technical 
problem in future studies would be the use of an endosomatic measure 
of skin conductance in which the subject's skin conductance is 
measured without an external electrical application and, therefore, 
without the undesired sensation.
Although relaxation induction reduced level of arousal for both 
the relaxed-nonrelaxed and nonrelaxed-relaxed orders, the arousal 
levels before and after relaxation were higher for the relaxed- 
nonrelaxed order (see Table 1), This difference in arousal levels may 
be explained in terms of reduction of the relatively high "anticipatory 
arousal-," In the nonrelaxed-relaxed order, the tasks of the 
"nonrelaxed" condition provided relevant sensory input for the subject 
to attend toj that is, anticipation of what to expect in the 
experimental situation was reduced by supplying task-relevant 
information. Since the subject's anticipation was reduced, the level
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of "anticipatory arousal" decreased* The reduction in "anticipatory 
arousal" was also assisted by the temporal difference before treatment 
during which the subject sat comfortably in the armchair. Subjects in 
the nonrelaxed-relaxed order sat in the chair for a longer period of 
time before the relaxation induction. When relaxed after this decrease 
of "anticipatory arousal," therefore, subjects in the nonrelaxed- 
relaxed order would have begun the relaxation induction with a lower 
level of arousal than those in the relaxed-nonrelaxed order who began 
the induction with a relatively high level of "anticipatory arousal."
The importance of this arousal difference lies in the fact that the 
relaxed-nonrelaxed order would have required a larger net decrease in 
arousal level to achieve the same level in the "relaxed" condition as 
that for the nonrelaxed-relaxed order.
The effect of "anticipatory arousal" on the "relaxed" condition 
for the two orders of relaxation may be contingent, therefore, upon 
temporal differences* in the relaxed-nonrelaxed order, relaxation 
induction was administered immediately after the measure of basal 
arousal level (when level of "anticipatory arousal" was probably 
higher)} in the nonrelaxed-relaxed order, however, relaxation induction 
was preceded by the "nonrelaxed" condition (when "anticipatory arousal" 
level was probably lower). The difference in "anticipatory arousal" 
levels at the onset of relaxation induction for the two orders of 
relaxation may provide an explanation for the higher arousal levels 
both before and after relaxation for the relaxed-nonrelaxed order.
In terns of task performance, this difference in arousal levels 
for the two orders of relaxation means that the arousal level would be
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closer to the optimum level for th© complex task in the "relaxed” 
condition for the nonrelaxed-relaxed order. As shown in the present 
study, performance on the complex task improved more for the 
nonrelaxed-relaxed order. Since arousal optima are assumed to be lower 
for moderately complex tasks and the arousal levels before and after 
relaxation induction were higher for th© relaxed-nonrelaxed order, the 
arousal level was probably closer to the optimum level for the task of 
moderate complexity for the relaxed-nonrelaxed order. This difference 
in arousal levels for the two orders of relaxation was reflected in 
impaired moderately complex task performance with relaxation in the 
relaxed-nonrelaxed order. The effects of relaxation on task perform­
ance occurred by modifying the arousal level so that it approached the 
optimum for complex tasks and departed from it for moderately complex 
tasks.
Since relaxation is one aspect of some hypnotic states (Hilgard, 
1965; London, 1967; Weitzenhoffer & Hilgard, 1959)» the present study 
may perhaps be used to explain the conflicting findings (Barber, 1965? 
Parker & Barber, 1964) of the effects of hypnosis in task performance.
If the level of arousal is reduced by the relaxation which may be 
included in the hypnotic induction, then "hypnosis" would be expected 
to increase performance on complex tasks and impair that on simple 
tasks since the arousal level is approaching and departing from the 
arousal optima of the complex and simple tasks respectively. In actual 
fact, however, the situation is not so straightforward since motivat­
ional instructions are often included in the hypnotic induction 
procedure (Ludwig & Iyle, 1964-; Parker & Barber, 1964) which increase 
the level of arousal (fitts & Posner, 196?} Ludwig & Lyle, 1964). The
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effects of task motivational instructions and hypnotic induction are in 
opposition to each other so that there is an interaction. Combining 
task motivational instructions with hypnotic induction would not always 
be expected to affect performance because the effects of the two 
operations on level of arousal may simply cancel each other out. If ' 
the arousal level is decreased more by relaxation than it is increased 
by the motivational instructions, complex task performance would 
improve and simple task performance would be impaired, If the increase 
in arousal level by motivational instructions is larger than the 
decrease in arousal by relaxation, the result would be impaired 
performance on the complex task and improved performance on the simple 
task as the arousal level departs from and approaches the optima for 
the complex and simple tasks respectively.
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RELAXATION INDUCTION PROCEDURE
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RELAXATION INDUCTION
Verbatim Introduction,
This experiment requires that you relax yourself. In order to 
help you to relax, I will show you one method of self-relaxation which 
has been found very effective. Even if you have practiced relaxation 
before with another method, it is important for the purposes of 
experimental control and standardization that you follow the procedure 
which I will outline0 Although I will indicate the procedure for you 
to use, it is still up to you to relax yourself, I will merely guide 
and assist you in relaxing yourself, but the responsibility for relax­
ation rests with you, I would appreciate it if you would follow the 
instructions which I will outline,
[Measure skin conductance,3
Since some people come to this experiment feeling more tense or 
relaxed than others, it is important for the purpose of experimental 
control that everyone begin at roughly the same level. In order to 
accomplish this, it is necessary to tense each muscle group before 
relaxing it. Since most people are not really aware of the tenseness 
of their muscles, they may report that they are relaxed when in fact 
they are quite tense, or vice versa. Tensing the muscles before relax­
ation will help in becoming aware of this tension0 This is basically 
the procedure which I would like you to user when I ask you, please 
tense each muscle group and immediately relax it. In letting go of the 
muscles, you will experience a very pleasant sensation, This feeling
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is not mysterious in any way, but occurs as a result of paying 
attention to the difference between tensing and relaxing the muscles,
Ey concentrating on this difference in feeling, you become aware of how 
much more relaxed you have become by simply letting go of your 
muscles so that the chair supports your body rather than the tension of 
your muscleso
(Measure skin conductance,])
■When tensing a group of muscles which I will indicate, it is 
important that you avoid any movement of your body. This may be 
achieved by contracting the muscles and yet at the same time holding 
back. For example, make a fist with your right hand and feel both the 
extensor and flexor muscles of your right am contract at the same 
time. Row release the muscles. Since both muscles were contracted, 
there was no movement of your fist in either an upward or downward 
direction. Should only one of these muscles have been contracted, how­
ever, your fist would have moved. To demonstrate how to hold back, I 
will now hold your wrists down on the arms of the chair and you are to 
try and bend your arms upward, [Experimenter holds subject’s wrists,3 
Now try to bend your arms. Now let go. Just release your muscles.
You will notice that your arms did not move at all, yet the muscles 
were tense. It is possible for you to do this with the other muscle 
groups without my assistance, I will merely indicate to you which 
groups of muscles you are to tense and then release. Remember that you 
are not to tense the muscles until indicated,
(Measure skin conductance,3
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Verbatim Induction Procedure.
We will begin with the foot muscles. While leaving your feet 
flat on th© floor, tens© the muscles of your toes and arches by pushing 
down on the floor with your toes, Go ahead and tense these muscles.
Now let go. Note the difference in letting go after tensing the 
muscles of your feet. Once more, tense and release. Pay attention to 
the muscles involved as relaxation takes place, becoming more and more 
relaxed. Very soothed and comfortable. The procedure for each of the 
other muscle groups will be the same.
When I tell you, tense the muscles of your calves by pushing the 
heels of your feet towards you against the bottom of the chair while 
keeping your feet flat on the floor. Okay, tense and release. Note 
how relaxing the muscles feel when you let go after tensing them. Once 
more, tense and release. Note the difference between the tension and 
relaxation,
[Measure skin conductance,]
When instructed, tense the muscles of your legs by stretching 
your legs forward while at the same time holding them back so that you 
can feel the tension without moving your legs. Go ahead, tense and 
release. Note the sensation that you experience in letting go of the 
muscles, Again, tense and release. Feel how warm and relaxed these 
muscles have become. Very relaxed and comfortable with no tension at 
all.
Now review the muscles of your body which you have relaxed and 
if there is any tension at all in any of these muscles, relax them
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further by tensing the buscle group and then releasing it as you did 
before. Go ahead and relax any muscles which you feel could be even 
more relaxed than they are now. Just let yourself go so that you are 
very relaxed and comfortable,
^Measure skin conductance.]]
When told to begin, tense the muscles of your hands by making a 
claw with your hands as if you were closing them, but at the same time 
holding back so that you feel the muscles of your fingers and the lower 
part of your forearms become tense, Go ahead, tense and release. Pay 
attention to the muscles involved as they relax. Once more, tense and 
release. Note how even mors relaxed the muscles have become.
Tense the muscles of your arms by pushing your arms on the arms 
of the chair. Okay, tense and release. Pay attention to the 
difference you feel as you relax after tensing the muscles. Again, 
tense and release. Note how even more relaxed these muscles feel as 
they relax even further, becoming heavier and heavier. Just let your­
self go and relax.
(Measure skin conductance.3
Now review the muscles of your body which you have relaxed and 
if there is any tension remaining, relax the® even further. Go ahead 
and relax these muscles so that there is no tension at all.
Tense the muscles of your lower back by pushing your hips for­
ward while at the same time holding back so that there is no movement, 
yet you can feel the tenseness. Go ahead, tense and release. Feel how
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relaxed the muscles have become, Again, tense and release. Feel how 
even more relaxed the muscles become. You may feel yourself becoming 
heavier and heavier and sinking further into the eh~ir. That8s all 
right, just let yourself go. Let the chair support you. Relax even 
further so that there is no tension at all. Very relaxed and comfort­
able and soothed,
[Measure skin conductance,3
When I tell you, tense your stomach muscles by making the 
abdomen hard. Okay, tense and release. Pay attention to the muscles 
involved as they relax. Once more, tense and release. You may feel 
your breathing becoming easier and slower and more regular as you relax 
Just let yourself relax.
Tighten your chest muscles by contracting them so that you can 
feel the tension of these muscles. Go ahead, tense and release. Let 
yourself go. Again, tense and release. You will find that your 
breathing becomes easier as you relax these muscles. Just let yourself 
relax even further so that your breathing becomes slower, more regular, 
and very relaxing,
[Measure skin conductance,3
When told, tighten your shoulder muscles by pushing your 
shoulders against the back of the chair. Now, tense and release. Feel 
how soothed and relaxed these muscles become. Again, tense and release 
Note how even more relaxed these muscles become as you release them by 
simply letting go further.
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Now review the muscles which you have relaxed and if there is 
any tension remaining, relax them further by simply paying attention 
to the sensation you experience in letting go after tensing them. Go 
ahead and relax any muscles which you feel could be even more relaxed.
(Measure skin conductance.3
When I tell you, tighten the muscles of your neck by pushing 
your head against the back of the chair. Okay, tense and release. Pay 
attention to the muscles involved. Again, tense and release. As you 
relax these muscles, you may feel your head sinking into the chair.
Just let your head fall back into the chair so that the chair supports 
you as much as possible. Just let yourself relax.
Tighten your chin, throat, and tongue muscles by pushing your 
tongue against the roof of your mouth. Now, tense and release. Pay 
attention to the muscles involved as they relax. Once more, tense and 
release. You may find that you have a strong desire to swallow as you 
relax these muscles, That#s okay, just go ahead and swallow and note 
how even more relaxed yet these muscles become as you swallow. Very 
relaxed and soothed and comfortable.
[Measure skin conductance, 3
When I tell you, tense the muscles of your cheeks as you would 
when you draw the corners of your mouth back, but hold the muscles so 
that there is no movement. Now, tense and release. Note how relaxed 
these muscles have become. Again, tense and release. Pay attention to 
the muscles involved as they relax so that they become completely 
relaxed with no tension at all. Warm and relaxed and soothed.
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How review the muscles which you have relaxed and if there are 
any muscles which could be even more relaxed than they are now, go 
ahead and relax them further.
(Measure skin conductance,3
Tense the muscles of your jaws by pushing your teeth together.
Go ahead, tense and release. Pay attention to the muscles involved. 
Once more, tense and release. Note how these muscles have relaxed even 
further, very relaxed, and soothed, and comfortable.
Tighten the muscles across the top of your cheeks and upper lips 
as you would when wrinkling your nose, but hold back so that there is 
no movement. Go ahead, tense and release. Note how warm and relaxed 
these muscles have become when you released them. Again, tense and 
release. Pay attention to the muscles as warmth and relaxation flow 
through them. Warm and relaxed,
^Measure skin conductance,]
When I tell you, tense the muscles of your forehead and the top 
of your head as you would by frowning, but hold back so that you can 
feel the tension without moving. Go ahead, tense and release. Note 
how these muscles feel as they relax, Again, tense and release, Pay 
attention to the muscles involved as they relax so that they become 
completely relaxed with no tension at all.
Now review the muscles of your body. Even though you may feel 
more relaxed than you ever have before, you can become even more 
relaxed yet by letting go even further so that there is no tension at
r
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all in any of your muscles, Relax completely. Relax every muscle of 
your body. Just let yourself be limp, limp, limp. Relax more and 
more, more and more. Relax completely, Tour whole body feels heavy, 
heavier, and heavier. like lead. Just let yourself relax even further 
so that the chair supports you completely.
[Measure skin conductance,]]
[Administer performance tasks.3
Tonus Induction Procedure,
I am going to count backwards from ten to one and I would like 
you to count along mentally with me. As we count backwards, your 
normal muscle tonus will return to your body0 You will feel your 
muscles become a little bit tense as the muscles begin to support your 
body once more as they did when you first sat down. The chair will not 
be supporting you as much as your muscles regain their normal tonus.
We will begin counting now. Ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, 
three, two, one.
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PERFORMANCE TASKS
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MODERATELY COMPLEX TASK 
Instructions to Subject.
I am going to read a series of three pairs of numbers, one at a 
time. Your task is to repeat one of the three pairs of numbers in the 
opposite order from which they are presented. I will say "first," 
"middle," or "last" to indicate which pair of numbers you are to. 
reverse. For example, if I say "8-9, 5-2, 4-3, middle," you would 
respond by saying "2-5." The series of numbers can be read only once, 
so listen carefully. We will begin now.
Tasks,
1—
1 
iih 7-3 9-4 1-5 LAST (5-1)
i—
i 
to
 
!_
1
8-2 6-7 4-1 MIDDLE (7-6)
[3] 5-3 1-4 6-8 FIRST (3-5)
1-
1 2-7 9-3 8-1 MIDDLE (3-9)
1-
1
t 
i 6-4 1-7 2-9 LAST (9-2)
[6] 8-5 6-3 4-2 FIRST (5-8)
[?] 9-7 4-8 1-6 MIDDLE (8-4)
[8] 5-7 3-2 9-1 FIRST (7-5)
1_
1
2-1 6-5 7-4 LAST (^-7)
[10] 9-5 3-6 7-2 MIDDLE (6-3)
Scoring.
The number of correct responses was recorded to yield a total 
correct score out of a possible ten correct, A correct response 
consisted of the appropriate reversal,
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COMPLEX TASK
Instructions to Subject.
I am going to read a series of numbers, one at a time, in which 
the last number has been left off. Your task is to respond by saying 
the next number which would complete the series. I will signal by 
saying the word "blank" when you are to respond. The series of 
numbers can be read only once, so listen carefully. We will begin
now.
Tasks.,.
[l] 1 7 13 19 25 31 BLANK ■ (3?)
[2] 11 2 71 8 42 6 52 BLANK (?)
t3] 181 172 163 15** blank (145)
0] 2 8 1 ^ 3 12 6 BLANK (24)
I—
1
Un i_
I
95 59 58 85 84 48 47 BLANK m
C«3 2 4 3 9  4 16 5 BLANK (25)
1_
1
30 15 14 7 6 3 BLANK (2)
*5
?
i_
i
9 14 11 16 13 18 15 BLANK (20)
[9] 4 12 1 3 6 15 2 BLANK (5)
[10] 144 12 121 11 100 10 81 BLANK (9)
Scoring.
The number of correct responses was recorded to yield a total 
correct score out of a possible ten correct. A correct response 
consisted of the appropriate number required to complete the series.
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RECORD SHEET 
Order of Relaxation Presentations I) R-N ,
II) N-R ...
Subject No.:
Ages ..... 
Education: •<>•».0.... 
Date Testeds  .....
Basal Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) Performance & Skin Conductance
1) . 0 . WITH Relaxation
2) ...../A Moderately Complex s Complexs
3) ...,ytA responses skin c.s responses skin c.s
....yiA (inst*ns) .... ytA (inst’ns) ... .y*A
5) ....ytA 1) ...... ... »y/A 1) ....
2) o.»*.» 2) ...i..
- ' : 3) ...... . . . . cjUt.& 3 ) ....
^) ...... * ) ....
3) ...... .... y^A 5) ......
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) ....o. 6 ) ....
Introductory Instructionss 7) ...... ... .yfA 7 ) .... ....y<A
1) .....ZfA 8) ...... 8) ......
2) ...,.yA 9) ...... .... y/A 9 ) .... - • / A
3) ...•*/k 10) ...... .... y(A 10) ...... ...b/ a
Induction Procedures
1) .... yfA
2) ....yA
3)
*)
5)
6)
7)
8) ....y(A
9) ....yA
10)
Performance & Skin Conductance
WITHOUT Relaxation
Moderately Complexs 
responses skin c.t 
(inst'ns)
1) a.O...
2) ......
3) ......
*) ......
5) ......
6) ......
7) ......
8) ......
9) ......
lo) ...... ....y<A
C...3
. yiA
.ya
•ycA
Complexs
responses skin c.s 
(inst®ns) ....yiA
1 ) ....... o.y^A
2 )...
3)  ...... y a
4) ......
5)  ...
6) ......
7) ......
8) ......
9)
10).....
-/*■
• r
.ytA
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APPENDIX IV 
RAW DATA
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Order of Relaxation} R-N
Subject No«i 1
Age: 19
Education: I Arks
Date Tested: 23/3/7I
Basal Skin Conductance Performance & Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) WITH Relaxation [1st]
1) 170^ Moderately Complex: Complex:
2) 160/iA skin c»: response: skin c.:
3) 160/&A (inst'ns) 130^A (inst'ns) 130/6A
*0 170/ l k 1) C 130/a 1) c 140/U
5) 160^A 2) X 2) X
3) C 140/£A 3) C 14^A
*0 C i0 X
5) X l ^ A 5) X 150/tfA
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) c 6) c
Introductory Instructions: 7) c 130/^ A 7) c 140^A
1) 170/fA 8) c 8) c
2) 160/a 9) X lAO/U 9) X l^ tO/tA
3) W /C k 10) c 130/a 10) X 150* A
Induction Procedure: 
1) 170/ I k Performance & Skin Conductance
2) 160/6A WITHOUT Relaxation
3) 150/a Moderately Complex:
*> 150/tA response: skin c#t
5) l^fO A^ (inst'ns) 160/tA
6) 130/fA 1) C 160^A
7) 130y«A 2) c
8) 130/tA 3) c 170/a
9) 130^A *> c
10) 130/tA 5) c I7 0 y ( l
6) c
7) X 1?0* A
8) c
9) X 170/tA
10) c 170/iA
[2nd] 
Complex: 
-response: skin c>:
(inst'ns)
1) C
2) X
3) X
4) X
5) X
6) X
7) C
8) C
9) X 
10) X
I6O4 A
160/ a  
170* A
160^A
1?0/<A
170/6A
170/a
Noto„~ subjects* responses were recorded as correct (C) or incorrect (X)•
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Order of Relaxation» N-R
Subject Ho.i 2
Age» 19 years
Education! II Arts
Date Tested; 23/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance Performance & Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) WITH Relaxation [2nd]
1) 140*A Moderately Complex i Complex!
2) 140*A response! skin c.i response! skin c.i
3) 130*1 (inst'ns) 110*A (inst'ns) 120* A
4) 140*. A 1) C 110* A 1) C 120* A
5) 140* A 2) X 2) X
3) C 110* A 3) C 12 A
4) X 4) C
5) C 120* A 5) X 120* A
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) C 6) C
Introductory Instructionsi 7) X 120* A 7) C 110* A
1) 140*. A 8) C 8) C
2) 130* A 9) C 110* A 9) X 110* A
3) 140* A 10) X 120* A 10) c 110* A
Induction Procedure!
1) 140* A
2) 140* A
Performance & Skin Conductance
WITHOUT Relaxation Cist]
3) 130*A Moderately Complex! Complex!
4) 120*A response! skin c.i response 1 skin c.i
5) 120* A (inst'ns) !30*A (inst'ns) 130* A
6) 120* A 1) c 130* A 1) C 14J*A
7) 110* A 2) X 2) X
8) 120* A 3) C 130* A 3) c 140* A
9) H O *  A 4) C 4) X
10) 110* A 5) C 14o* A 5) X 150* A
6) X 6> c
7) C 140*A 7) c 140*A
8) C 8) c
9) C 130* A 9) X 140*A
10) X 130* A 10) c 140* A
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Order of Relaxation* R-N
Subject Noo: 3
Age* 21 years
Education* II Arts
Date Tested* 23/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance Performance & Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) WITH Relaxation [ist]
1) 270/tA Moderately Complex* Complex*
2) 260/6A response*
— —.hiiiATmi m  inammi
skin c,* response* skin c.*
3) 26^<A (inst*ns) 230^ A (inst'ns) 230/6 A
4) 270/6 A 1) C 240/tA i) c 230/i A
5) 27^ A 2) X 2) X
3) X 240/6 A 3) C 24j^ t A
*0 c 4) C
5) c 230/t A 5) X 240/i A
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) c 6) C
Introductory Instructions * 7) c 230/^A 7) C 239/6 A
1) 2?J#A 8) c 8) C
2) 260/* A 9) X 240/cA 9) X 240/i A
3) 270/6A 10) c 230/6A 10) c 240/i A
induction Procedure*
1) 270/6 A Performance & Skin Conductance
2) 270/tA WITHOUT Relaxation [2nd]
3) 260/iA Moderately Complex* Complex*
*) 260/6A response* skin c.t response* skin c»*
5) 250/i A (inst'ns) 270/iA (inst'ns) 270/6A
6) 240^ 1 A 1) C 270/tA 1) c 270/i.A
7) 250^  A 2) C 2) X
8) 240/cA 1 3) C 26^iA 3) c 260/iA
9) 240/cA 4) X 4) C
10) 24j/tA 5) c 270/oA 5) X 2?0/cA
6) c 6) X
7) c 260/iA 7) X 270^ . A
8) X 8) C
9) c 2 69M 9) X 270/cA
10) X 270/cA 10) c 260/6 A
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Order of Relaxation: N-R
Subject No.4 4
Agei 21 years
Education j H I  Arts
Date Tested: 23/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes)
1 ) 2 0 0 /U
Performance & Skin Conductance
WITH Relaxation 
Moderately Complex:
[2nd]
Complex:
2) 200*A response: skin c,: response: skin c.
3) 210*A (inst’ns) 190*A (inst’ns) 18C)* A
4) 210* A 1) C 190/£A 1) c 180/: A
5) 20<^A 2) X 2) X
3) c 190* A 3) c 190* A
4) c 4) c
5) X 2ocya 5) X 190/U
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) c 6) c
Introductory Instructions: 7) c 190* A 7) X 190/cA
1) 200* A 8) c 8) c
2) 210/ a 9) c 19^CA 9) X 19 J* A
3) 200/^A 10) c 180* A 10) c 180* A
Induction Procedure:
1) Z00/CA 
200* A
Performance & Skin Conductance
2) WITHOUT Relaxation [1st]
3) 210*. A Moderately Complex: Complex:
4) 200* A response: skin c.: response: skin Cot
5) 200* A (inst’ns) 210* A (inst'ns) 200/ a
6) 2oo*a 1) C 210* A 1) C 200* A
7) 190* A 2) C 2) X
8) 190/a 3) c 200* A 3) C 21 J* A
9) 190* A 4) c 4) X
10) 190*A 5) X
<0C\J 5) X 210*A
6) c 6) C
7) c 19J*A 7) X 210* A
8) X 8) X
9) c 200*. A 9) X r- 21J*A
10) c 20Q*A 10) C Z00/<A
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Order of Relaxation! 
Subject Nool 
Ag©» 
Education! 
Date Tested*
R-N
5
21 years 
III Commerce
23/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance Performance & Skin Conductance 
WITH Relaxation ■ St-
1) 150/tA Moderately Complexi Complexi
2) 160/tA response! skin c,i response: skin c. i
3) 160^ A (inst*ns) 130/U (inst*ns) IkQ^k
4) 160/fA 1) c 130/a 1) C 130/ a
5) 160/cA 2) c 2) X
3) X 140/dA 3) C
4) X 4) C
5) c 140/dA 5) X 150/C k
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) c 6) c
Introductory Instructions! 7) c 130/CA 7) c i4o/a
1) 170/^A 8) X 8) X
2) 180/<A 9) c 140/f A 9) X 150/c A
3) 180/<A 10) c 140/£A 10) c l^ o/: a
Induction Procedure!
1) 180/<.A Performance & Skin Conductance
[2"d]2) 1?0/<A WITHOUT Relaxation
3) 160^.A Moderately Complex: Complex:
4) 160/U response: skin c.i response! skin c.t
5) 150/tA (Inst*ns) 1 8 ^  A (inst*ns) 110/ck
6) 150AA 1) c 180^A 1) C 170/tA
7) 150/^A 2) c 2) X
8) i4o/*a 3) c 170/ a 3) X 180/ a
9) 14g/cA 4) c 4) c
10) 130/tA 5) c 170/^A 5) X m ^ c k
6) c 8) c
7) c 170/6A 7) X 190/c k
8) c 8) X
9) c 18^cA 9) X f 19/uk
10) c 170/^A 10) c 190/cA
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Order of Relaxation* N-R
Subject No.i 6
Age* 18 years 
Education* I Arts 
Date Tested, 24/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes)
1) 130/A
Performance & Skin Conductance
WITH Relaxation 
Moderately Complex,
[2nd]
Complex*
2) 140/tA response* skin c»* response* skin c.,
3) VM/lA (inst'ns) 110/A (inst'ns) 120/A
4) 1i*0/t A 1) C 110/A 1) C 120/ A
5) 13<^A 2) C 2) X
3) C
4) C
110/A 3) c 
A) C
12(J/A
5) X 120/A 5) X 120/A
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) C 6) C
Introductory Instructions* 7) C 120/ A 7) C 110/A
1) 15^ A 8) C 8) C
2) 140/A 9) X 120/A 9) X IZO/iA
3) 140/A 10) C 110/A 10) c 12 A
Induction Procedure*
1) 140/A
2) 140/A
Performance & Skin Conductance
WITHOUT Relaxation [i5t]
3) 130^A Moderately Complex* Complex*
4) 140/A response, skin e.* response* skin p .,
5) 130/A (inst'ns) 13^tA (inst'ns) 130/A
6) 130/A 1) C 130/A 1) c 130/A
7) 120/A 2) C 2) X
8) 120/cA 3) c 130/A 3) X 140/A
9) 120/A 4) c A) C
10) 110/A 5) c 130/A 5) X 140/A
6) X 6) C
7) C 14^/A 7) C 140/A
8) X 8) X
9) C 140/A 9) X r 159^ A
10) C 130/A 10) c 140/A
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Order of Relaxation j R-N 
Subject No*j 7
Age i 22 years
Education! I H  Arts
Date Tested* 24/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance Performance & Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) WITH Relaxation
i—
i 
+»
1) 9^-A Moderately Complex i Complex!
2) 90/<A response} skin c.i response! skin c,I
3) 90/fA (inst*ns) 90# A (inst'ns) 90/ik
4) 8£#A 1) C 80#  a 1) c 90/ik
5) 90/dA 2) C 2) X
3) c 90#A 3) C 90/ik
4) C 4) C
5) c 90# A 5) X 90/ck
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) C 6) C
Introductory Instructionsj 7) C 90/k 7) X 100/d A
1) SO/il 8) C 8) C
2) 90/ik 9) C 80/ik 9) X 10CJ# A
3) 90/dA 10) C 9J/<A 10) X 100/d A
Induction Procedure!
1) 80#A
2) 80/d A
Performance & Skin Conductance
WITHOUT Relaxation [2"d]
3) 80#A Moderately Complexi Coaplexi
4) 80/dA response: skin c,i response: skin c*i
5) 80# A (inst'ns) 100/ck (inst'ns) 10 J# A
6) 83/dA 1) C 100/i A 1) C 100/d A
7) 8(£/dA 2) C 2) X
8) 80/dA 3) c 100/dA 3) C 100/d.A
9) 8o#A 4) C 4) C
10) 90/dA 5) C 100# A 5) X 100/dA
6) C 6) X
7) X 100/d A 7) X 110#A
8) C 8) C
9) C 10C# A 9) X 11^/dA
10) c 100/d A 10) X " 110/dA
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Order of Relaxations N-R
Subject No.t 8
Ages 20 years
Educations II Arts
Date Testedj 24/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance Performance & Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) WITH Relaxation [2nc*3
1) 310/&A Moderately Complex: Complexi
2) 310/^  A responses skin c,1 responses skin c* s
3) 300/tA (inst°ns) 280/ A^ (inst'ns) 280/iA
4) 310/tA 1) C 280/a 1) C 280/ik
5) 320/^A 2) C 2) C
3) c 290/i A 3) x 290^ A
4) C 4) C
5) C 290/i A 5) C 28j*A
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) C 6) X
Introductory Instructions s 7) C 28Cy* A 7) X 29yiA
1) 320yU.k 8) C 8) C
2) 320a A 9) C 280/iA 9) X 290/c A
3) 310^ A 10) C 290/i A 10) C 280/ik
Induction Procedure1
1) 3\0/ck
2) 30C^A
Performance & Skin Conductance
WITHOUT Relaxation [iBt]
3) 300^A Moderately Complex: Complexs
4) 31<^A responses skin c.t responses skin c.s
5) 30JAA (inst'ns) 310* A (inst'ns) 3iy<A
6) 290/tA 1) C 310^A 1) C 310/<A
7) 290/CA 2) C 2) X
8) 290^ A 3) C 300* A 3) X 520/iA
9) 28CJ*A 4) C 4) C
10) 28^/CA 5) C yoo/cA 5) C 310/iA
6) I 6) X
7) C 310/U 7) X JZO/ik
8) C 8) C
9) C 309AA 9) X 320/l A
10) X 31JAA 10) X 320/cA
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Order of Relaxation: R-N
Subject No*: 9
Agej 22 years
Education: H I  Arts
Date Tested: 2473/71
Basal Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes)
1 ) 220/ik
Performance & Skin Conductance
WITH Relaxation 
Moderately Complex:
[ist]
Complex:
2) 220/ik response: skin c,: response: skin c.i
3) 220/t.k (inst'ns) 210/cA (inst'ns) 210^ A
*> 230^A 1) C 210^ A 1) C 210^ A
5) 230/tk 2) C 2) X
3) X 21C^A 3) C 210/tk
*0 C k) X
5) C 200/i k 5) X 210/ik
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) C 6) X
Introductory Instructions: 7) C 210/ik 7) C 200/Lk
1) 220/tk 8) X 8) X
2) 220/Ck 9) c 210/ik 9) X 210/ik
3) 220/ik 10) C 210/lk 10) C 210/t.k
Induction Procedure:
1) 220/1k 
220/1k
Performance & Skin Conductance
2) WITHOUT Relaxation p * ]
3) 210/ck Moderately Complex: Complex:
*) 210/ik skin c*t response: skin c»:
5) 210/fA (inst'ns) 230/Lk (inst'ns) 22</ck
6) 220/i k 1) c 230/tk 1) C 22(/tk
7) 210^ A 2) c 2) X
8) 21(^A 3) c 22yik 3) c 220/c. A
9) 200/i k *0 c *> X
10) 20y c k 5) X 220/Ck 5) X 230/ a
6) c 6) X
7) c 220/t'k 7) C 230/Ck
8) c 8) X
9) X 230/ik 9) X f- 230/i A
10) c 220/ck 10) X 23y t k
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Order of Relaxationj 
Subject Ho»* 
Age* 
Education* 
Date Tested*
H-R
10
19 years 
I Commerce 
25/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance Performance A Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) WITH Relaxation [2nd]
1) 150/iA Moderately Complex* Complex*
2) 150/ i k response* skin c, * response* skin c«i
3) 150/<A (inst'ns) IZOyck (inst'ns) 110* A
4) ViOyiCA 1) I 120*. A 1) C 110* A
5) l40*A 2) c 2) C
3) c 110/ i k 3) c iz y c k
if) c *) c
5) c 120/dA 5) X \ z y i k
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) c 6) c
Introductory Instructions* 7) c i z y i k 7) X iz y c k
1) Ib o /tk 8) X 8) c
2) 150/Ck 9) c 110*,A 9) X 12j*A
3) WJ*A 10) c 12o* a . 10) c 120*  A
Induction Procedure*
Performance & Skin Conductance
2) 140*A WITHOUT Relaxation
1—
1
3) 140*A Moderately Complex* Complex*
*> 13J*A response* skin c»* response* skin c.*
5) 120* A (inst'ns) vxy<k (inst'ns) 140*. A
6) IZQyck 1) C ViO/Ck 1) C 130*A
7) 130^A 2) C 2) X
8) 12<J*A 3) c 130/tA 3) X 130/a
9) 120*A if) X if) X
10) 120/(A 5) X Ik^uk 5) X 140/C A
6) C 6) C
7) C IhOyck 7) X 140* A
8) X 8) C
9) C 130* A 9) X 14^/iA
10) C 140/tA 10) c r Ityuk
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Order of Relaxationj R-N
Subject No,i 11
Agei 21 years
Educationj II Arts
Date Testeds 25/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance Performance & Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) WITH Relaxation [1st]
1) 180/t A Moderately Complexi Complex!
z) 170/a response! skin c.i response! skin c«
3) 18J^A (inst'ns) 130*A (inst'ns) lifO/t A
if) 170/i A 1) c 130/tA 1) C 130* A
5) 170/a 2) c 2) X
3) c Iby&i, A 3) c VxycA
*) X if) c
5) c IbO/tA 5) c IkO/CA
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) c 6) c
Introductory Instructions! 7) c IbO/tk 7) c Ik0/(A
1) Wyiik 8) c 8) c
2) V?0/iA 9) c 130/ik 9) X 139^ A
3) 170^A 10) c iky<A 10) c 130/C A
Induction Procedure!
1) 170/(A Perforaance & Skin Conductance
[2nd]2) 170/cA WITHOUT Relaxation
3) 160^ A Moderately Complex! Complexj
*) 16<^A response! skin c.i response! skin ce
5) l60/( A (inst'ns) 160^ A (inst'ns) 179* A
6) I59A A l) c 160/4A 1) C 160/tA
7) lif£/U 2) C 2) X
8) lifJ^A 3) C 170^ 4 A 3) X 170/tA
9) 1 4 ^  A if) C *0 X
10) 1 3 ^ A 5) X I6O/4A 5) C 1 7 ^  A
6) C 6) C
7) X 16 0^ A 7) C 160/* A
8) C 8) c
9) C 170/tA 9) X I79/4 A
10) C 170/<A 10) c r 170/4A
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Order of Relaxationt N-R
Subject No#i 12
Ag© i 21 years
Educationj III Arts
Date Testedj 25/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance Performance & Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) WITH Relaxation [2nd]
1) 120/iA Moderately Complext Complex}
2) 120/t A response} skin e,t response} skin c#}
3) 120/iA (inst°ns) 10Q#,A (inst'ns) 10 0# A
4) 120/i A 1) C 100# A 1) c 100/t A
5) 13JAA 2) X 2) X
3) c 100# A 3) c 110/6A
*0 c *) X
5) X 100/C.A 5) X 110/iA
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) X 6) c
Introductory Instructions j 7) c 110/iA 7) c 110/iA
1) 130/tA 8) c 8) c
2) 120/iA 9) c 110/U-A 9) X 110/iA
3) 130/iA 10) c 110/iA 10) c 110/tA
Induction Proceduret
1) 130/iA
130/iA
Performance & Skin Conductance
2) WITHOUT Relaxation Cist]
3) 120/iA Moderately Complex} Complex}
*) 120/^A response} skin Co) response} skin c#}
5) 120/iA (inst'ns) 130/tA (inst'ns) 120/iA
6) 110/iA 1) e 130/cA 1) c 120/iA
7) 110/iA 2) X 2) X
8) n o / a 3) c 130/<A 3) C XIO/LA
9) 10^/iA k) c 4) X
10) 100/6A 5) c 130/iA 5) x 130/CA
6) c 6) X
7) c 130/cA 7) X 130/a
8) c 8) X
9) c 12^ /oA 9) X 130/iA
10) X 130/tA 10) C 120/iA
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Order of Relaxation! R-N
Subject No.! 13
Aget 21 years 
Education! H I  Commerce 
Date Testedj 25/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance Performance & Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) WITH Relaxation [1st]
1) 200/^A Moderately Complex: Complex:
2) 210^ A response: skin c.: response! skin c.
3) 200/ a (inst'ns) 170/iA (inst'ns) 170/dA
4) ZOOyXk 1) c 170/d A 1) x 170/aA
5) 200/«A 2) C 2) X
3) C i? o /a 3) X 18j/d A
4) c 4) C
5) c 170/dA 5) C 180/dA
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) C 6) C
Introductory Instructions 7) X 180/d A 7) C 170/d A
1) 190/tA 8) C 8) X
2) 190/dA 9) C 1?0/<A 9) X 17JAA
3) 200A A 10) C 170/d A 10) C it o ^ a
Induction Procedure
1) 210/ik
2) ZO^ itk
Performance & Skin Conductance
WITHOUT Relaxation [2nd]
3) 190/6A Moderately Complex: Complexi
4) 19^dA response: skin c.1 response: skin c.
5) 180/dA (inst'ns) 200/d A (inst'ns) 200/<A
6 ) 180/d A 1) x 210/(A 1) c 210/tA
7) 17JAA 2) C 2) X
8) 170^ A 3) C z i y a 3) C 20^AA
9) 170/dA 4) C 4) X
10) 170/ * A 5) C 200/dA 5) X 210/f A
6) C 6) C
7) C 200/d.A 7) X 210/^A
8) X 8) C
9) C ZQ0/ck 9) X 210/dA
10) X 210/cA 10) X 210/iA
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Order of Relaxationj N-R
Subject No.} 14
Ag© i 19 years 
Education1 I Arts 
Date Tested5 26/3/71
Basal “Skin Conductance Performance & Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) WITH Relaxation £2*^]
1) 120/ U Moderately Complex j Complex}
2) 120/U responsej skin c.t response} skin c«:
3) 120/a (inst’ns) 100/iA (inst’ns) 100/<A
4) 120^A 1) X 100/cA 1) C lOO^A
5) 110/iA 2) C 2) C
3) c 100/iA 3) C 100/tA
4) c 4) X
5) c 100/£A 5) C 100/iA
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) c 6) c
Introductory Instructions 1 7) c 110/^A 7) C 100/tA
1) 120/tA 8) c 8) X
2) 12QyU.A 9) c llj/a 9) X 110/ a
3) 120/ a 10) c lOC^A 10) c HQ/i A
Induction Procedurej
1) 120/iA Performance & Skin Conductance
[lSt32) 120/iA WITHOUT Relaxation
3) 110/cA Moderately Complext Complex:
4) 110/iA response: skin c.} response: skin c,}
5) ll^tA (inst'ns) 120/iA (inst’ns) 120/l A
6) llO/tk 1) X 120/iA 1) C 12 0/i. A
7) 100/<A 2) C 2) X
8) 10JAA 3) C 120/iA 3) C 13J/tA
9) 100/a 4) C 4) X
10) 109/a 5) c 120/iA 5) X 130/tA
6) C 6) C
- 7) C 120/iA 7) X 130/tA
8) X 8) X
9) C izycA 9) X , 13^ <cA
10) X 120/iA 10) C 130/tA
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Order of Relaxation! 
Subject No.t 
Age i 
Education! 
Date Tested!
R-N
15
22 years 
III Comerc© 
26/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance 
(initial 5 minutes)
1) 200/U
2) ZOOy&Lk
3) 20G/dA
4) 200/eA
5) 210/U
Performance & Skin Conductance
WITH Relaxation 
Moderately Complex! 
response t skin c.i 
(inst'ns) 180/^A 
180/U
Relaxation Skin Conductance
Introductory Instructions! 7
C
C
c
X
c
c
c
190/a
i8o/a
180/4A
& st]
Complex! 
response! skin c0! 
(inst'ns) 180/dA
1) C
2) X
3) C
4) X
5) C
6) C
7) C
18 0/i A 
190/dA 
190/tA
1) 210/tA 8) C 8) C
2) ZlO/ck 9) C \zyik 9) X 19^/i A
3) 210/d A 10) C 180/d A 10) c 190/dA
uction Procedure!
1) 210/<_A 
200/dA
Performance & Skin Conductance
2) WITHOUT Relaxation [2nd]
3) 20^56 A Moderately Complex! Complex!
*> 20J4 .A response! skin Coi response! skin c.i
5) Z00/CA (inst'ns) 210/d.A (inst'ns) 20^ /i.A
6) ZQ^fJLk 1) C 210/lA 1) C Z0Q/Ck
7) I 99AA 2) C 2) X
8) 19J/U 3) C 210/tA 3) C ZOO^A
9) 19^ AA 4) C 4) X
10) l 8j ^ A 5) x 210/tA 5) c Z0Q/ik
6) C 6) C
7) C 210/tA 7) X 210/<A
8) C 8) C
9) C 21^ . A 9) X 2 1 ^  A
10) C 2D0/tA 10) X 210/i A
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Order of Relaxation* N-R
Subject No.* 16
Age* 19 years
Education* I Science
Date Tested* 27/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance 
(initial 5 minutes)
1) 270/d. A
2 ) 270/dA
3 ) 280/dA
4) 280/«,A
5) 270/dA
Performance & Skin Conductance
KITH Relaxation 
Moderately Complex*
[2nd]
Complex*
Relaxation Skin Conductance 
Introductory Ihstrustions*
1) 270^A
2) 270/dA
3) 280^ A
Induction Procc
1) 270/d.A
2) 270/iA
3) 260/ik
*>' 260/ik
5) 260/ik
6) 250/Lk
7) 250a A
8) 250^ A
9) 2k0/ik
10) 2k0/ik
response* skin c»* response* skin c,*
(inst’ns) 2k0/lk (inst’ns) 2k0/ik
1) C 2k0/ik 1) c 2ho/k
2) C 2) X
3) C 2kQ/ik 3) c 250/i k
k) C 4) C
5) C 250/C A 5) c 250/dA
6) C 6) C
7) C 2$yik 7) X 250/Ck
8) C 8) C
9) C 2k0/ck 9) X 25Q/ck
10) C 2k0/,k 10) C 250/dA
Perfomance & Skin Conductance
WITHOUT Relaxation [in ]
Moderately Complex* Complex*
response* skin c.* response* skin c.t
(inst’ns) 270/dA (inst’ns) 27^ /ik
1) c 270/(k 1) C 270/d A
2) X 2) X
3) c 270/dA 3) C 280/d A
4) C *) X
5) C 270/dA 5) X 280/d A
6) C 6) C
7) X 280/iA 7) X 280/( A
8) C 8) X
9) C 280/ik 9) X 280/ik
10) C 270/dA 10) C 2.iy,k
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Basal Skin Conductance
Order of Relaxation! R-N 
Subject No*i 1?
Agei 19 years 
Education! II Arts 
Date Testedi 27/3/71
Performance & Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) WITH Relaxation [iEt]
1) 230/c.A Moderately Complexi Complexj
2) 230/dA response! skin c.t response! skin Co!
3) zho^k (inst'ns) 210^ A (inst'ns) Z10/Lk
4) zho/tk 1) C 210/tA 1) C 210* A
5) 230A A 2) X 2) X
3) C Ziytk
4) C
3) C
4) X
21(^ A
5) c z i y a 5) C ZZO/ck
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) X 6) C
Introductory Instructions! 7) C 210/tA 7) X ZZO/ck
1) 230/dA 8) C 8) C
2) 2 3 ^  A 9) c 210/cA 9) X ZZ^llk
3) 235^  A 
Induction Procedure!-
10) C 210*A 10) C ZZO/ck
1) 230^A Performance & Skin Conductance
[2nd]2 ) 230*  A WITHOUT Relaxation
3) ZZO/Ck Moderately Complex 1 Complex!
*) ZZO^k response! skin c.i response! skin c.i
5) ZZO/ck (inst'ns) 240*A (inst'ns) 230* A
6) ZZO/ik 1) C 240/pA 1) C 23C^tA
7) 210* A 2) C 2) X
8) 210*  A 3) X 2^0/<A 3) c 232*. A
9) 210/^  A 4) C 4) X
10) 21Q*A 5) C 24 0* A
6) C
5) X
6) C
ZkO/Lk
7) C 240*A
8) C
7) X
8) X
zhy<-k
9) C ZJ0/U.k 9) X : zkyck
10) c 23o/:a 10) C Zko/Ck
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Order of Relaxation! N-R
Subject No#j 18
Aget 25 years
Education! Ill Arts
Date Tested! 27/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance Perfomance & Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) WITH Relaxation * 0 M ]
1) 140*.A Moderately Complex t Complex!
2) 140/tA response! skin c#i responsei skin c#
3) 140/a (inst’ns) 110//A (inst’ns) 120/4. k
4) 130/tA 1) c 110/tA 1) X 120^ A
5) i4o/a 2) c 2) X
3) c 120/tA 3) X 130/^A
4) c 4) X
5) c 12^/dA 5) c 130/C A
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) c 6) c
Introductory Instructions! 7) c 120/ZA 7) X n y t A
1) 150/ck 8) c 8) c -
2) 150/0- 9) c 12{^U 9) X 13^tA
3) 140/iA 10) c 120/dA 10) c 130a  A
Induction Procedure!
1) 149/ a Perfomance) & Skin Conductance
2) 140/iA WITHOUT Relaxation [1st]
3) 14^iiA Moderately Coaplexi Complexi
4) I39A A response! skin c#i response t skin c.i
5) 130/U.k (inst’ns) 1 4 ^ A (inst’ns) 14CJAA
6) 130/<.A 1) C V±0/ik 1) c 14J*A
7) 120/lk 2) X 2) X
8) 12^ /a 3) c 140/oA 3) X 150/Lk
9) I29/CA 4) c 4) X
10) 110/CA 5) c 140/CA 5) X 150/ a
6) X 6) C
7) X IkO/Ck 7) X 15^ A
8) X 8) C
9) c 140/<A 9) X 159^ A
10) c 14o/(A 10) X 159/tA
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Order of Relaxation! R-N
Subject No«t 19
Agej 19 years 
Educatiom I Arts 
Date Tostedj 2?/3/?l
Basal Skin Conductance Performance & Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) WITH Relaxation & St]
1) 1?0/ U Moderately Coaplexi Coaplexi
2) n y j k response! skin c01 response! skin c«i
3) 180/tA (inst'ns) 150/ik (inst'ns) I 6O/1 A
4) 180/0. 1) C 150/0 1) x 160/tA
5) 180/t.A 2) X 2) X
3) C 150# A 3) C l 6y t k
*0 c 4) X
5) c \yyik 5) c 160^ A
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) C 6) C
Introductory Instructions! 7) I 16(/£A 7) X 160^ A
1) IB O /a 8) X 8) X
2) 180/tA 9) C> i 6y c x 9) X l6j ^ A
3) 180^ A 10) c 10) C 160^ A
Induction Procedure!
1) 180A-A
2) 170/0
Perfomance & Skin Conductance
WITHOUT Relaxation [2nd]
3) 17^ A Moderately Coaplexi Coaplexi
4) 17JAA response! skin c*i response! skin c.i
5) 170^A (inst'ns) 180/ A^ (inst'ns) l i y c k
6) 16^. A 1) c i8p/a 1) X IB y tk
7) 160/U.A 2) C 2) X
8) 15J^A 3) c i8j a a 3) X l&O/Lk
9) 15C/U 4) X 1*) X
10) 150/0 5) e
6) c
170/0
Ov 0 
0 180/(A
7) X 170/ a 7) X 18yCA
8) C 8) X
9) c no^cA 9) X r IBO /ik
10) C 170/0 10) C 180# A
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Order of Relaxation! N-R
Subject No.t 20
Agei 20 years 
Education! I Arts 
Date Tested! 27/3/71
Basal Skin Conductance Performance & Skin Conductance
(initial 5 minutes) WITH Relaxation [2nd]
1) 120/iA Moderately Coaplexi Complex!
2) 120/d. A response! skin c.i response! skin c.i
3) ItO^A (inst'ns) 100/iA (inst'ns) 100/dA
k) 13j^A 1) C ioo/£a 1) c 100/dA
5) 130^ A 2) c 2) C
3) c 100/tA 3) C 110//A
*0 c D C
5) c 100/iA 5) X 110/d A
Relaxation Skin Conductance 6) X 6) c
Introductory Instructions 1 7) C 110/iA 7) c 110/: A
1) IkO/cA 8) c
s
8) c
2) IkO/iA 9) C n y i A 9) X llC/iA
3) l ^ A 10) c 110/iA 10) C 100/i A
Induction Procedure!
1) IkO/iA
2) .13<XA
3) 13j^A 
k) 120/6A
5) 120/dA
6) 110.&A
7) 110/dA
8) llC/dA
9) lij/a 
10) 100/iA
Performance & Skin Conductance 
WITHOUT Relaxation 
Moderately Coaplexi 
response! skin c.i 
(inst'ns) 13^ /cA
1) C 130/dA
2) 2
3) X 130/iA
k) X
5) C 130/d. A
6) C
7) C
8) C
9) C 1 3 ^ A
10) C 130/^A
i3yti
[1st]
Coaplexi
response! skin c.1
(inst'ns) 139id-A
1) C
2) X
130/lA
3) C 130/dA
k) X
5) X IkO/iA
6) X
7) X IkycA
8) X
9) X 11+9/ a
10) c 1^ 0/^A
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